
Looking for a family home in Scale Hall with the potential to
create your own style throughout? Three bedrooms are
awaiting, two of which are great sized doubles. A converted
modern wet room is provided along with two reception rooms
and kitchen. Off street parking and an extensive rear garden
complete this must see home!

£160,000
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30 Cleveleys Avenue
Scale Hall, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 5HD



A brief description
Set in the popular residential area of
Scale Hall, this spacious 3 bed family
home just needs some updating to
create a wonderful property. With two
receptions rooms to entertain and relax
in, plus the option to knock through to
the kitchen - creating a really open and
social space.

The bathroom has been converted into
a wet room and the bedrooms are all a
great size, with two being spacious
doubles. To the front is space for off
road parking and an expansive rear
garden to enjoy during the warmer
months.

Key Features
• Semi detached family home

• Three bedrooms (2 doubles)

• Two reception rooms

• In need of modernising

• Wet room installed

• French doors to the garden

• GCH & DG

• Council Tax band B

Where is Cleveleys Ave?
Cleveleys Avenue is situated in the popular residential area of Scale Hall,
conveniently nestled between both Lancaster City centre and the seaside
resort of Morecambe. 

The area predominately comprises of semi detached homes, many with
generous sized gardens, although smaller town houses also appear. Local
amenities include primary schools and nurseries, convenience stores and
supermarkets, plus a post office to name a few. 

Regular buses connect Lancaster and Morecambe and there is also a
cycle path into the towns. Lancaster & Morecambe College is close by and
the local amenities in the village of Torrisholme are not too far away.
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Step inside
As you approach number 30, you will notice the off road parking straight
away. The entire front garden has been paved, allowing up to 2 cars to
park off road. The driveway leads down to the rear garden and
separate garage, with a gate part way down.

Your first stop inside is the handy vestibule, accessed via the uPVC part
glazed doors - perfect for kicking off your shoes and hanging your coats
before entering the hallway through the internal door. A good sized
space to be greeted by - offering access to all ground floor rooms,
storage under the stairs and of course access to the first floor rooms via
the staircase.

As with the entire house, you may wish to update the carpet and
decoration to really put your own stamp on things.

Ground floor rooms
From the hallway and a few steps down to your left is access into the
separate dining room. Benefiting from uPVC French doors leading to the
spacious rear garden and ample space for a dining table and chairs - it
really works in it's current form or the option to knock through to the
kitchen is available to.

The great sized living room, overlooking the front of the property is
accessed via two part glazed internal doors from the dining room. This
particular family room boasts a large window allowing plenty of natural
light to flow in and brighten it up no end. To the centre is a gas fire with
modern surround. With some updating of the decoration, this would be a
great room to relax in.

The kitchen to the rear offers plenty of storage units and worktop surfaces
for preparation of meals, as well as space for all the necessary white
goods. Dark wood laminate flooring runs the entire length of the kitchen
and the walls are part tiled for convenience. An integrated electric oven
and gas hob is provided and a door to the side offers access to the rear
garden and separate garage.

Bedrooms and bathroom
Three bedrooms are provided in this family home, two of which are
doubles. To the rear of the home overlooking the garden is the first double
bedroom, a truly great size offering all the space you would need for a
large double bed and furniture to suit. Built in wardrobes are afforded,
currently housing the boiler for the property. 

Next door and overlooking the front elevation is the master bedroom.
Plenty of natural light streams in to this room, brightening it up even on the
dullest of days. Built in storage is provided up and around the space for a
double bed. Once more with some decoration, you could have a
wonderful haven to retire to come the evening. Also to the front is the third
bedroom, perfect as a chi ld's bedroom, guest room or even a
study/office - it really depends on your needs/requirements.

Finally we have the converted wet room, comprising of a modern low
flush toilet and wash basin, electric shower surrounded by aqua
boarding and tiles to the walls. The modern design will suit many buyers,
however if you wish to re-install a bath, the task wouldn't be difficult given
the pre-existing plumbing.

What we like
The location is so popular with this home
but for us it's the rear garden that steals
the show - so much room and potential.



Extra Information
- Some modernising and re-decoration required.
- Available no chain
- Great size rear garden
- GCH and DG throughout
- Handy vestibule to the front
- Spacious separate garage

The rear garden and separate garage
Accessed from the French doors out of the dining room or through the kitchen
side door, is the expansive and low maintenance rear garden. A patio area is
provided, perfect for a table and chairs and BBQ to enjoy during the warmer
months. Further to the rear you will notice artificial grass laid, providing space to
use without the hassle of maintenance.

Further back still is another separate section to the garden - a paved area once
again perfect for entertaining family and guests, given the amount of space on
offer. The garden on a whole is kept private by the surrounding fences.
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